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ABSTRACT
Developmental systems have inherent properties favourable
for scaling. The possibility to generate very large scale
structures combined with gene regulation opens for systems
where the genome size do not reflect the size and complexity
of the phenotype. Despite the presence of scalability in na-
ture there is limited knowledge of what makes a developmen-
tal mapping scalable. As such, there is few artificial system
that show true scaling. Scaling for any system, biological
or artificial, is a question of resources. Toward an under-
standing of the challenges of scalability the issue of scaling
is investigated in an aspect of resources within the develop-
mental model itself. The resources are decompositioned into
domains that can be scaled separately each may influence on
the outcome of development. Knowledge of the domains in-
fluence on scaling provide insight in scaling limitation and
what target problems that can be scaled. The resources are
decompositioned into three domains; Phenotypic, Develop-
mental and Computational (PDC). The domains are placed
along three axes in a PDC-space. To illustrate the princi-
ples of scaling in a PDC-space an experimental approach is
taken.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.2 [Artificial Intelligence]: [Cellular arrays and au-
tomata]

General Terms
Design, Experimentation

Keywords
Development, Cellular Computation, Evolvable Hardware

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the main topics of interest in introducing map-

ping processes inspired by development [34] to Evolutionary
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Algorithms (EAs) is the aspect of scalability. In the work
of Kitano [20] the scaling issue was addressed by searching
for an effective encoding in order to generate more complex
network structures. The urge towards evolution of complex
network structures was motivated by a need to handle scal-
ing of the complexity of solvable problems.

The proposed solution was a developmental system i.e. an
indirect mapping. In contrast, in a direct mapping approach
there is a single phenotype, defined by the genotype. This
implies that each element in the phenotype is represented ex-
plicitly in the genotype. As such, introducing mechanisms,
inspired by development, into evolutionary computation was
motivated by a need to overcome limitations in such direct
mapping approaches, e.g. scaling.

A developmental mapping is an example of an indirect
mapping. In biological development, an initial unit — a
cell, holds the complete building plan (DNA) for an organ-
ism. It is important to note that this plan is generative — it
describes how to build the system, not what the system will
look like. Similarly in a developmental mapping, the arti-
ficial organism starts out as a single cell where the genome
provides the cell’s DNA. The processing of the genome may
be based on gene regulation. Each development step, or
stage in the mapping, produces a candidate phenotype which
continues to emerge during development. Gene regulation
implies that different parts of the genome are expressed in
different cells at different times in the emerging phenotype.
The organism emerges as a result of an interplay between the
genome and the intermediate phenotypes e.g. a cell’s next
action may depend on the DNA (genome) and it’s neigh-
bours current states (intermediate phenotypes). The envi-
ronment may also affect the phenotype emerging from the
development process. That is, the genome develops in an
environment where the emerging phenotype is tuned by the
environment in which it develops.

Taking inspiration from nature into artificial developmen-
tal systems may be motivated by a desire to include inher-
ent properties favourable for scaling. The generative process
can generate very large scale repetitive structures [21]. Gene
regulation opens for a genome size that may not reflect size
or complexity of the developed phenotype. As such, a de-
velopmental system can create structure of arbitrary size
for problems that can be solved by increasing the number
of repeated structures. The relative small genome size may
decrease or change the search space by being regulated by
the emerging organism and the environment thus increasing
evolvability [19].

Scaling for any system, biological or artificial, is a question
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of resources. As such, there is a question of what resources
those are available to the system. To be able to deal with
such questions knowledge of what domain the resource scal-
ing fit in with is necessary. Giving two different, however not
independent, resource domains for scaling. First, scaling of
mapping external factors. This domain include number of
generations, population size, genome size and other factors
relating directly to the EA, here termed extrinsic resources.
The second domain relates to scaling in relation to the de-
velopment process itself e.g. phenotype size, cellular actions
and information processing. Here termed intrinsic resources.
The latter is the main topic pursued in this work and covered
in detail in Section 3.

The intrinsic resources are partitioned along three axes:
Phenotypic, Developmental and Computational; referred to
as PDC-resources. To illustrate the principles of scaling de-
velopmental resources an experimental approach is taken.

The article is laid out as follows: background informa-
tion and selected related works are presented in Section 2.
Section 3 introduces the PDC-space. In Section 4 the devel-
opment model used in the experiments is presented together
with the EA. Experiments showing scaling within the PDC-
space are presented in Section 5. Finally Section 6 concludes
the work.

2. BACKGROUND
The issue of scalability in developmental systems have lead

to several approaches. In the different approaches diverse
scaling factors/properties have been investigated.

Bentley and Kumar [4] addressed the scalability by inves-
tigate the performance of direct encoding versus develop-
mental encodings to generate phenotypes of different struc-
tural size, e.g. number of cells in the final phenotype. Other
similar approaches dealing with phenotypic size as the scal-
ing factor have looked into the affect on performance of
the development process regarding scaling of phenotypic size
and genome size [33].

Another way of considering scaling is to look at the func-
tional property of the developed phenotype [21]. In such
approaches there has been work on keeping-up functional
performance when the size, i.e. number of neurons, of the
phenotype increases [11] or the size of the genome, i.e. search
space size, increases [29].

Even if the examples of scaling in developmental systems
were successful within the specified criteria for the experi-
ments, the goal of increasing the complexity of solvable prob-
lems is not truly shown. The development of check boards
of different size in [33] emphasise this statement. If the size
of the sought target check board was scaled-up the perfor-
mance of the system remained the same, or even improved,
this is due to the fact noted in [21]; the development process
can generate very large scale repetitive and structured sys-
tems. As such, it is not given that it is a harder problem for
a developmental system to create a large check board then
a small.

Gordon [15] showed a successful attempt to scale-up the
number of bits in an adder circuit from two to seven. How-
ever as noted by Gordon development exploited the under-
lying technology for the specific problem size. The devel-
opment system did not scale by creating a repetitive adder
structures that are truly scalable and known from literature
on digital design [10]. Despite, the examples of successful
scaling of target structures [4] and functionality [15], the re-

sults only show scaling within the very specific experimental
setup, there is no general result showing a system that can
scale with the complexity and problem size of the target
behaviour.

Examples of more general solutions to scaling in develop-
mental systems have been found. Sekanina and Bidlo [24]
demonstrated development of arbitrarily large sorting net-
works. Harding et.al. [18] attacked the problem of finding
a general solution that generates sequences of squares [28].
However, again these examples show scaling within a specific
problem, i.e. not systems that scales toward more complex
problems.

The diverse approaches and views described on scaling in
developmental systems calls for an understanding of what
the goal of scaling is, what changes to be made to scale,
e.g. change in resources, and what results of scaling that
can be expected for the problem at hand. These questions
have lead to an attempt to classify resources present in a
developmental model.

3. PHENOTYPIC, DEVELOPMENTAL AND
COMPUTATIONAL RESOURCES

As stated in Section 1 developmental systems have inher-
ent properties pointing towards a possible scalable system.
The obvious example is the possibility to scale by exploit-
ing developmental mechanisms to create a large structure
of similar sub-structures. However, it is not obvious what
factors that should be scaled in such approaches. The other
example of scalability aiming to evolve and develop solution
that scale with the complexity of the problem faces the same
challenge of what factor to scale to achieve the goal sought.

Phonotypic
Resources

Developmental
Resources

Computational
Resources (CR)

(DR)

(PR)

Figure 1: The tree axes of Phenotypic, Developmen-
tal and Computational resources.

To better understand scaling of developmental systems
and find a paradigm that can be used to connect scaling
factors, scaling based on resources is proposed. The scaling
taxonomy is based on a cellular developmental model – see
Section 4.1. This does not imply that the resource view is
not valid for other models. Other development models may
be fitted within the scaling taxonomy by inserting relevant
resource measurements.

The scaling of resources can be placed in a resource space
given by the three axes: Phenotypic Resources (PR), De-
velopmental Resources (DR) and Computational Resources
(CR). In Figure 1 the resource space is shown as three axes
each represent a scaling factor in the Phenotypic, Develop-
mental and Computational Resource space (PDC-resources).
Note that none of the axes have units. The resource unit
for each axis must be considered for a specific development
model and the target problem.
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3.1 Phenotypic Resources
Resources directly relating to the size of the organism are

placed along the X-axis in Figure 1. The size aspect re-
lates to the available structural or functional resources for
development of the phenotype, e.g. cells. It is important
to note that the size may not reflect the final size of the
developed phenotype. The size relates to available pheno-
typic resources for development. This is due to the fact
that resources in the notion of cells may be exploited in
phases of the development of an emerging organism, but
killed or pruned in a later phase to achieve the goal sought.
As such, development exploits the resources available, but
the final phenotype may not exploit all available phenotypic
resources. This effect can be observed in the work including
phenotypic plasticity for environmental response [32] were
parts of the final phenotype was pruned by the mechanism
of cell death.

Considering a developmental model and a problem that
would truly scale along the PR-axis (keeping the other re-
sources constant). In such a case the problem size or com-
plexity of solvable problems should be expanded if the devel-
opment of the organism was given more physical resources.
A physical resource in artificial development may refer to a
hardware component [31] or more abstract a computer pro-
gram representing an atomic unit of the organism [2].

3.2 Developmental Resources
Along the Y-axis are the resources responsible for the de-

velopment of the emerging phenotype. This resource do-
main include the mechanisms that creates the phenotype,
e.g. growth, differentiation, number of developmental itera-
tions and other morphological mechanisms. In addition the
information available, at any point in time, to the develop-
ment process, e.g. inter-cell communication, environmental
information or other information influencing the gene regu-
lation, are included.

Scaling of information along the DR-axis influence what
structures and what functionality that can be developed.
von Neuman’s Self-Reproducing Automata [5] was made
possible by the definition of a given number of states a cell
could hold, i.e. 29, and knowledge of the cell states in it’s von
Neumann neighbourhood, i.e. 5-neighbors. As such, self-
reproduction was possible in a number of iterations with
the defined inter-cell communication and a set of cell states.
Later Codd [6] reduced the number of cell types to eight thus
reducing the amount of information that can be expressed
in the phenotype. The reduction in cell types in the two
approaches scales the resources along the DR-axis.

In a developmental approach the available cell types that
can be expressed in the phenotype may improve performance
of the development process. This is demonstrated by Gor-
don [14] comparing a system with increased resources i.e.
cell types and proteins, to Millers system [22] targeting de-
velopment of French flag structures. The results indicated
that the increased resources reduced the number of evalu-
ations required. However, the resources in Millers system
were sufficient for the task.

Increasing DR by extending the information available to
the gene regulation can be considered as scaling up the de-
velopmental resources. Including environmental informa-
tion [32] or adding chemicals to the development model may
be a different way of scaling up the DR to tackle harder prob-
lems. However, information regarding cell types, inter-cell

communication, environment or chemicals increase the com-
plexity of gene regulation by introducing more regulatory
factors. As shown by Haddow [16] increasing information,
i.e. chemicals, can decrease the performance of the system.

Scaling developmental resources regarding the aspect of
cell growth, cellular differentiation and morphogenesis may
be said to be a scaling of the information available for the
gene regulation and in this manner setting bounds for what
structures and functionality that might emerge. As such,
the information available to the generative process of devel-
opment and the possibility to express changes in the emerg-
ing structure are important for what organism that can be
developed.

3.3 Computational Resources
The last resource along the Z-axis considers properties re-

lated to the behaviour of the basic units, e.g. a single cell, in
the organism. The behaviour of the basic units contributes
to the sought solution. As such, computational resources are
the most problem specific domain in the PDC-space and re-
lates mostly to systems with a target behaviour dealing with
functionality i.e. some form of computation. Computation
may not only relate to electronics or mathematics but also
systems that can impose some form of change to itself or the
environment [1]. Scaling along the CR-axis deals with the
resources an organism have available toward fulfilling the
evaluation criteria specified.

Systems explicitly including computational elements in
the phenotype can obviously be scaled along the CR-axis.
Such systems may include; Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)
[2, 9], digital circuits [13] and cellular computation [31].
Computational recourses may scale local connections for ANN
[8], changing the possible logic expression in digital gates [12]
or the number of iterations available to sequential digital cir-
cuits in a cellular computation paradigm [26]. The latter is
investigated in section 5.

Other systems far from the traditional view on compu-
tation, i.e. a more general view of change, can be found in
Eggenberger Hotz [7] where the cell division plane and the
adhesion of each cell are exploited to impose change in the
form of the phenotype. As such, the ability for expressing
such cellular properties can be scaled along the CR-axis.

As stated the scaling of computational resources are the
most application dependent domain. Scaling along this axis
may change what functionality that may be developed. If
the computational resources are expanded from e.g. the com-
binatorial circuits in [14] to include sequential circuits as
in [31] functions requiring memory can be developed or con-
trariwise the cellular computational approach in [31] can
develop functions including asynchrony behaviour. As such,
scaling of computational resources can change the problem
domain a developmental model can be applied to.

3.4 Scaling within the PDC-Space
The resources in the PDC-space are partitioned into do-

mains however defining clear boundaries between the differ-
ent domains is not trivial. If the number of cells is increased
it may be said that the phenotypic and computational re-
sources are expanded. However, as proven by Codd [6] in-
creasing the number of cells, i.e. phenotypic resources, for
a 2-state 5-neighbor CA is not sufficient to provide univer-
sal computation. On the other hand increasing the neigh-
bourhood or states a cell can express, i.e. computational re-
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sources, can provide the necessary resources [25]. Likewise,
von Neuman’s Self-Reproducing Automata require a given
number of cell types, i.e. developmental resources. As such,
increasing the number of cells, i.e. phenotypic resources, are
not sufficient. However, for all systems there must be a suf-
ficient number of cells available, i.e. phenotypic resources.

In general, the scaling for a given development model and
the applied problem have two challenges; First, the resources
available must be able to handle the problem domain. This
means that the development model must have the required
developmental resources to express a structural phenotype
with computational resources necessary for the functional
requirements. Second, scaling of resources to achieve solu-
tion that can solve a larger problem size or a system that
can solve a more complex problem.

4. EVOLUTION AND DEVELOPMENT
The development model used to illustrate scaling in the

PDC-space is designed to target both structural and func-
tional organisms. Here evolution is applied to tune the devel-
opmental genome for functional organisms. The phenotype
may be evaluated at a given step of development, defined as
the finalised phenotype, as in [15] or at each or any stage
during development [31]. The latter takes the actual pro-
cess of developing the emergent functionality [29] into the
evaluation process i.e. life-time evaluation.

Targeting functionality with life-time evaluation implies
that the effect of scaling within the PDC-space influence on
the life-time functional performance of organisms. Evolution
is applied to different cases with different PDC-resources
available. As such, the influence of scaling the different re-
source domains within the development model can be mon-
itored.

Herein the scaling issue is only investigated for intrinsic
resources. Resources related to the extrinsic domain are
kept constant. Scaling up extrinsic resources may influence
on the results however this option is not further investigated
in this work.

4.1 Development Model
The development model is based on cellular development.

This implies that the genome is present and processed au-
tonomously in every cell. In the model, the cell also contains
the functional building blocks. For the experiments herein
the application sought is that of a digital circuit (pheno-
type). Figure 2(a) illustrates the developmental system —
the cell. The cell is divided into three parts: the genome
(the building plan); the development process (mechanisms
for cell growth and differentiation) and the functional com-
ponent of the cell. The information in the functional com-
ponents represents the type of the cell and the cell’s state is
described by the outputs of the functional components.

The genome consists of a set of rules. Rules are restricted
to expressions consisting of the type and state of the target
cell and the types and state of the cells in its von Neumann
neighbourhood. There are two types of rules i.e. change and
growth rules. Cell growth is a mechanism to expand the
organism. A growth rule result provides the direction of
growth: grow from north Gn; east Ge; south Gs or west
Gw. It is important to note that these rules are expressed in
terms of where the source of the cell growing into the target
cell is. Describing where a cell is growing from enables a
fully parallel implementation of the system to be created
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Figure 2: The basic cell and a rule showing the gene
regulation in the cellular development model.

whilst retaining the possibility that cells in effect may grow
in all four directions simultaneously. Growth rules have two
restrictions. First, the target cell must be empty – this is to
prevent growing over an existing cell and thus specialising
the cell with a new cell type. Secondly, the cell to be copied
into the target can not be empty.

Differentiation changes a cell’s type i.e. its functionality.
The result part of a change rule states the type of cell the
target is going to be changed into. Cells have the following
types: valid cell types; don’t care (DC) or empty. However,
the empty cell is not a valid target cell type.

Each rule consists of a result and a condition. The con-
ditional part provides information about the cell itself and
each of the neighbouring cells. To introduce external en-
vironment [32], state information is also needed. State in-
formation provides a way to include information relating to
the functionality of the organism at a given point in time
as well as information about the external environment —
the empty cells in the environment also have state informa-
tion. As such, a cell is represented in the condition of a rule
by two genes representing its type and its state. However,
a target cell is only represented by one gene: it’s type for
change rules or growth direction for growth rules. The state
of cell may be 0, 1 or DC. DC is introduced to provide the
possibility to turn on or off this environmental influence.

Firing of a rule can cause the target cell to change type, die
(implemented as a change of type) or cause another cell to
grow into it. Figure 2(b) illustrates the process of evaluating
a rule. For each cell condition, the cell type and state are
compared and if the conditions are true then that part of the
rule is active. If all conditions are active then the result will
become active and the rule will fire. Activation of the result
gene is expressed in the emerging phenotype according to
the action specified.

In a development genome multiple rules are present. Mul-
tiple rules imply that more than one rule of a given cell may
be activated at the same time if their conditions hold. To
ensure unambiguous rule firing, rule regulation is part of the
development process. If the first rule is activated, the sec-
ond rule can not be activated. Activation of the second rule
prevents activation of the third rule, etc.

The functional components of the cell is an Sblock [17].
The content of the look-up table (LUT) defines functionality
and is, herein, also used to define the cell type. The LUT is
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the combinatorial component and the flip-flop is the memory
element — capable of storing the cell state. The output
value of an Sblock is synchronously updated and sent to all
its four neighbours and as a feedback to itself.

One update of the cell’s type under the execution of the
development process is termed a development step (DS). A
development step is thus a synchronous update of all cells
in the cellular array. The update of the cell’s functional
components i.e. one clock pulse on the flip-flop, is termed
a state step (SS). A development step is thus made up of a
number of state steps.

The initial condition is applied before development starts.
This means that all empty cells are set or reset depending
on the given initial condition. To avoid empty cells updating
their output values from their von Neumann neighbourhood,
all cells of type Empty are set to update their outputs based
on only their own output value at the previous clock pulse.
As such, a given empty cell will retain its initial state — en-
vironmental information, until the emerging organism grows
into it.

4.2 Evolutionary Algorithm
The evolutionary algorithm chosen is a Genetic Algorithm

(GA), a modified version [29] of a straight forward GA found
in [27]. The GA’s crossover operator is modified such that
a gene is undisturbed and a variable number of crossover
points is implemented.

4.3 Evaluation
The results presented in [31] illustrate a sequential count-

ing based on the state information of the entire cellular space
and the sequential operation of the functional components
of the cells i.e. a cellular computation approach [26]. For
the purpose of the experiments conducted herein, a count-
ing behaviour is investigated thus placing a requirement on
the tuning of the development genome (by evolution) and
the emerging phenotype (by development) for such sequen-
tial digital circuit behaviour.

A counting sequence is defined in the cellular array as the
number of logical ”1”s in the cellular array increasing by one
for each state step. As stated, an organism is evaluated over
a given number of state steps at each development step to
provide a life-time evaluation. As such, the fitness function
is contributed by, for the purpose of the experiments herein,
counting sequence length and the sum of the longest count-
ing sequence for each development step. The performance of
the organism is based on counting sequences and the results
of scaling the PDC-resources should be reflected in scaled
counting behaviour.

5. EXPERIMENTS
The experiments presented aim to show an example of

how the PDC-space can be applied to a given development
model. In the approach taken the scaling regards the second
challenge; scaling of the resources to achieve solution that
can solve a larger problem size or a system that can solve a
more complex problem stated in Section 3.4.

It is important to note that in the development model
the development process and functional components (see
Section 4.1) are independent. Information available from
the cells neighbourhood to the development process and the
functional components differ. The functional components
only process information from other functional components.

The developmental process has information from the cel-
lular structure i.e. cell types, and state information from
the functional components available. As such, the cellular
neighbourhood can be scaled independently for developmen-
tal and computational resources.

5.1 Introducing PDC-space to the Developmen-
tal Model

The phenotypic resources of the development model pre-
sented in Section 4.1 can be given by the number of available
cells in the phenotype.

Developmental resources may be scaled using several fac-
tors e.g. cellular neighbourhood or enabling/disabling envi-
ronmental information. However, to investigate the scaling
challenge described the development model is considered ca-
pable of generating the required structures for the function-
ality sought. Herein the number of developmental iterations,
i.e. development steps, is chosen as the scaling factor.

The computational resources for the model may also be
scaled by changing the cellular neighbourhood or by appor-
tioned the sequential circuit phenotype more clock cycles for
computation, i.e. state steps. Herein the latter is chosen.

PR [Cells]

DR [Development steps]

32x32,
100ds, 100ss

CR [State steps]

200

200

50ds,100ss

200ds,100ss

50ds,50ss

100ds,200ss

16x168x8

Figure 3: The scaling experiments placed in the
PDC-space.

Scaling of the size of the cellular array, developmental
steps and state steps in the experiments can be placed in
the PDC-space. In Figure 3 each experiment is shown as a
black box in the PDC-space. The scaling along each axis is
illustrated by the arrows.

Along the PR-axis the first experiment is given the phe-
notypic resources of 8 x 8 cells. The size of the cellular
array is scaled to a 16 x 16 array, there after to a maxi-
mum of 32 x 32 cells. As shown the available developmental
and computational resources are kept constant at a 100 DS
and 100 SS respectively. Scaling of developmental resources
is conducted in three scaling steps from 50 to 100 and to
a maximum of 200 DS. As shown in Figure 3 this scaling
experiments are conducted with the phenotypic resources
set to a 32 x 32 cellular array and computational resources
of 100 SS. The computational resources are likewise scaled
around the 32 x 32 cellular array. The developmental re-
sources are kept constant at 100 DS while the state steps
are scaled from 50 to 100 and to a maximum of 200.
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5.2 Experimental setup
The number of available cell types was set to thirteen in-

cluding the empty cell type. Available cell types was based
on Sippers universal non-uniform CA cell [25] and thresh-
old elements [3]. Table 1 provides the set of available cell
types, together with their functional LUT definition and a
graphical symbol. The first single cell which the multicellu-
lar organism develops from was defined to be a single cell of
type 5 (NAND) outputting a logical ”1”. All empty cells are
set to output a logical ”0”.

Table 1: Used cell types and their functionality
Cell LUT Function Graphical
type hex name representation

0 0xF F F F0000 no change Emty

1 0x66666666 XORd W ⊕ S

2 0x3D3D3D3D XORc E ⊕ S

3 0x0F F00F F0 XORb N ⊕ E

4 0x55AA55AA XORa W ⊕N

5 0x55F F55F F NAND W • N

6 0xF F00F F00 ↓ DownP ropagation

7 0xCCCCCCCC ↑ UpPropagation

8 0xF0F0F0F0 ← LeftP ropagation

9 0xAAAAAAAA → RightP ropagation

10 0xE8808000 T ≥ 4
11 0xF EE8E880 T ≥ 3
12 0xF F F EF EE8 T ≥ 2

The genome size was set to consist of 64 rules and the pop-
ulation size was set to 16. The initial population consisted
of random generated valid rules. However, invalid rules may
arise through the application of genetic operators. Crossover
rate was set to 0.5 and the mutation rate for each gene was
set to 0.0017. The GA was set to terminate after 100 000
generations. Each experiment consisted of ten evolutionary
runs.

To be able to enhance the scaling issue a fitness function
that can exploit the different scaling domains was applied.
The fitness function consist of the sum of three parts; the
mean accumulated longest counting sequence over all devel-
opment steps, the maximum counting sequence found in the
life-time of the organism and the number of active rules i.e.
the number of different rules activated for the development
of the organism.

The experiments were executed on a cPCI machine in-
cluding a cPCI PC running the GA. Each genome was trans-
ferred on the cPCI bus to an FPGA card [23]. The develop-
ment process and functional behaviour of the cellular array
was executed on the FPGA [30].

5.3 Phenotypic Resources
The available phenotypic resources was scaled from a min-

imum of 8 x 8 cells, to a phenotype of 16 x 16 cells and to a
maximum phenotype with 32 x 32 cells.

Figure 4 illustrates the available size and the final pheno-
types of the cellular array for the three scaling experiments
regarding phenotypic resources.

In Figure 5 the results of scaling along the PR-axis are
shown. The increased total fitness for the best and mean for
each experiment are shown in Figure 5(a).

To further investigate the influence of scaling the mean
accumulated counting sequence fitness contribution for the
best result for each scale up of phenotypic resources are
shown in Figure 5(b). The maximum counter sequence con-
tribution are plotted in Figure 5(c).

32 x 32

16 x 16

8 x 8

Figure 4: Final phenotypes shown for the three dif-
ferent scales of phenotypic resources investigated.

The results clearly show improvements in performance for
scaling up the available phenotypic resources. As shown in
Figure 5(b) the mean accumulated for a 16 x 16 and 32 x
32 contribution outperform the 8 x 8 cellular array. This
is as due to the longer counter sequence emerging in the
larger arrays. The maximum sequence also scales with the
increased phenotypic resources.

5.4 Developmental Resources
In Figure 6 the results of scaling along the DR-axis are

shown. The comparison of the performance as a result of
scaling is shown in Figure 6(a). The mean accumulated
counting fitness contribution are compared in Figure 6(b).
In Figure 6(c) the maximum counter sequence for each de-
velopment step for the three experiments are shown.

The scaling of developmental resources clearly show an
improvement if the resources are scaled from 50 DS to 100
DS. However further scaling of resources to 200 DS lack im-
provement of performance. Figure 6(c) illustrates the lack of
performance gain. The scale up of developmental resources
from 100 DS to 200 DS is not exploited in the organism to
create longer counting sequences. However the scale up cre-
ates long counting sequences that are stable over a greater
number of development steps.

Note that the vertical lines in Figure 6(b) and 6(c) are
placed to enhance the end of the organisms development
(life-time) for 50 and 100 DS.

5.5 Computational Resources
In Figure 7 the results of scaling along the CR-axis are

shown. As for the privious experiments; Figure 7(a) com-
pare the results of the scaling. Figure 7(b) plots the mean ac-
cumulated counter fitness contribution and Figure 7(c) show
the longest counter found.

As for the experiment regarding development resources,
the gain contribution from the last scaling step, i.e. from 100
SS to 200 SS, show little improvement in performance. How-
ever the increased computational resources were exploited to
the emergence of a stabile long counter from development
step 34. Note that this is only reflected in the accumu-
lated mean sequence since the maximum counting length
was equal. The increased computational resources were not
exploited to create longer sequences.
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Figure 5: Scaling the phenotypic resources from a cellular array consisting of 8 by 8 to 32 by 32 avilable cells.
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Figure 6: Scaling the developmental resources from 50 to 200 development steps.
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6. CONCLUSION
This paper sought to investigate scalability in artificial

developmental systems. The approach taken decomposes
resources in to separate domain as to be able to allocate
resources within the development model or to scale up the
performance for a given problem. The three domains of scal-
ing; phenotypic, developmental and computational resources
were applied to a cellular model to demonstrate how the
model can be placed in a PDC-resource space. However the
approach of the proposed resource domains could be applied
to most developmental models in order to scale the resources
to achieve a structural and functional phenotype that can
be applied to the problem at hand.

The experimental approach of placing the cellular model
in the PDC-space showed how the scaling of the different re-
source domains can influence the result of scaling. As such,
the proposed decomposition of resources can help attacking
the problem of scalability in artificial development systems
more systematically. Such an approach can help to charac-
terise what resources that have most influence on the model
towards solving a given problem or to expand the problem
size by scaling up the performance of the system.
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